The use of mind-body therapies, including Tai Chi, Qigong, yoga, and meditation, has grown steadily in recent years. These approaches have been shown to be effective in reducing symptoms and improving quality of life, and research has begun to examine the impact of these therapies on biological processes, including inflammation. A review of 26 randomized controlled trials was conducted to describe the effects of mind-body therapies (MBTs) on circulating, cellular, and genomic markers of inflammation. This qualitative evaluation showed mixed effects of MBTs on circulating inflammatory markers, including CRP and IL-6, and on measures of stimulated cytokine production. More consistent findings were seen for genomic markers, with trials showing decreased expression of inflammation-related genes and reduced signaling through the proinflammatory transcription factor NF-jB. Potential mechanisms for these effects are discussed, including alterations in neuroendocrine, neural, and psychological and behavioral processes.
Introduction
Mind-body therapies, or MBTs, have been broadly defined as a group of therapies that emphasize use of the brain in conjunction with the body to assist the healing process (Spencer and Jacobs, 2003) . These therapies, the majority of which are based on ancient practices and traditions, are believed to have beneficial effects on mental and physical health and are widely used to manage symptoms and improve well-being. Indeed, in a nationwide survey of community-dwelling adults in the US conducted in 2007, 19% reported that they had used at least one mind-body therapy in the past year, and rates are even higher among clinical populations (Barnes et al., 2008) . Over the past two decades, the efficacy of these approaches has been subjected to empirical scrutiny through randomized controlled trials conducted in clinical and non-clinical populations. Meta-analyses of these trials suggest that MBTs are effective in reducing symptoms and improving quality of life and certain functional outcomes (Bussing et al., 2012; Goyal et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2004) .
Alterations in inflammatory processes are thought to play a role in many of the symptoms and conditions that are responsive to MBTs, including fatigue, depression, and pain (Irwin and Cole, 2011) . Given the importance of inflammation on these patient-reported outcomes, a growing number of trials have evaluated effects of MBTs on markers of inflammation. The goal of this review is to qualitatively evaluate the evidence that MBTs lead to changes in these markers, and to discuss potential mechanisms and issues in this emerging area of research. We include results of randomized controlled trials that assessed inflammatory cytokine activity at multiple levels, including circulating, cellular, and genomic markers of inflammation.
We focus here on four types of MBTs that have received considerable research attention and are widely available to clinical and community populations: Tai Chi, Qigong, yoga, and meditation. Tai Chi and Qigong are practices from traditional Chinese medicine that combine specific movements or postures, coordinated breathing, and mental focus. Yoga has its origins in ancient Indian philosophy; as practiced in the West, it typically includes physical postures, breathing, and meditation or relaxation, though there is considerable variability across different schools of yoga and specific interventions. Meditation refers to a broad range of practices that involve training the mind, typically to focus attention. In particular, mindfulness meditation teaches individuals to bring attention to present moment experiences with openness, curiosity, and non-judgment.
